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Session overview

What is SHARE

Service Learning as Pedagogy

SHARE/LIS service learning project

SHARE Curation Associates

Future
Technology is important to the modern librarian.
Technology continually evolves.
The modern librarian must continually learn in order to keep up with technology.
Recommendation:
Do not learn new technology.
Recommendation:
Learn how to learn new technology.
Recommendation:
Do not teach new technology.
Teach how to learn new technology.
In the real-world, we (mostly) work independently.
In the real-world, we (mostly) work learn independently.
If we teach how to learn and continue to support independent learning, we give people resources.
In the real-world, we work on real projects.
If education is supposed to benefit our work, and our work requires real projects and continually learning, then the world is our classroom.
Service learning balances instruction with a pragmatic, real-life opportunity to serve in the community.
The Pedagogy
Learning how to learn
...via big, meaningful, real-world projects that are your projects.
Learning is scary.
Learning is lonely.
Learning how to learn:
You are no longer under-resourced.
Learning is frustrating. Frustration undermines learning. This is a cyclic process.
But frustration is normal. Make it work for you.
The role of frustration
Repeat the following:
Frustration is normal.
I am not different.
Frustration tells us when we need help.
Frustration as a heuristic

Just starting: 45-60 minutes

Advanced: 90 minutes

Novel: 180 minutes
What doesn’t work

- Too many questions
- Not enough questions
Frustration tells us when a problem is too big.
The problem is now consumable based upon where you are in your learning.
Spiraling around the solution--being frustrated--helped you solve the next problem.
Meaningful, real-world projects foster diversity
Meaningful, real-world projects attract diversity

Those

- who care more the problem
- who care more about helping the community that needs the solution

than the technology used to solve the problem (but it still attracts them too)
To reinforce, frequently pitch:

Why is what you’re working on the most important thing that anyone could be working on [for X | to solve Y]?
SHARE Community
LIS Graduate School Pilot: Background

SHARE is gathering, cleaning, linking, and enhancing metadata that describe research activities and outputs—from data management plans and grant proposals to preprints, presentations, journal articles, and data repository deposits—in order to make this metadata openly and freely available.
Digital curation is…

“the active management and enhancement of digital information assets for current and future use”
LIS Graduate School Pilot: The Goals

Provide student-centered, hands-on work that:
- benefits the community-developed SHARE dataset,
- equips individuals with transferrable skills in digital curation while building technical confidence, and
- improves local metadata about scholarly activities.
The Class

School of Information Science and Learning Technologies, University of Missouri, Columbia

Heather Moulaison-Sandy, PhD

‘Digital Libraries’ graduate course

Spring 2016

Online

16 students

2 - 1.5 hour synchronous courses + homework
The Concepts & Skills

- Application programming interface (API)
- JSON
- Metadata enhancements
- Scholarly communications
• Take 5 minutes
• Visit the SHARE schema site
  – Though there are few required fields, there are many optional ones.
  – Choose one optional field, read the description, determine acceptable formats, and any requirements
  – Report back on one optional field you found and how you would use it
API Query Syntax

Below are four information requests your supervisor just gave you. Regroup in your virtual rooms and collaborate to write query strings that will most efficiently pull back the requested information. One person in your group will be responsible for reporting back.

1. Write an API search query string to search SHARE for source ASU and return records 2-30
2. Write an API query string to search SHARE and find all records by author Cynthia Traub
3. What is wrong with the query string below?
   1. https://osf.io/api/v1/share/search/?
      q=(shareProperties.source:wustlopsenscholarship)ANDfrom=5
      ANDsize=2
4. Write an API query string to search SHARE for source WUSTL and find all records that are about biology

API Query String

An API documentation to upon API’s

Terms and operators

- ‘fish’
- ‘fish’ combined with Boolean
- Properties.source:asu)AND(title:"fish")
- Search parameter 1
- Boolean operator
Metadata Enhancements

80 WU institutional repository records
Each student enhanced 20 records
Quality assurance: Each enhancement validated 4 times
Validations checked by SHARE Ops team

Elements:
<freetoread>
<sponsorID>
<sponsorName>
<awardID>
<awardName>
Tip on award data

- Look in the full text acknowledgements or search the full text document for ‘funding’ or ‘grant’
- awardName Imaging Sciences Pathway
- awardIdentifier 5T90 DA022781
- sponsorName National Institute of Health
What We Learned/Going Forward

- Students feedback was positive
- High quality metadata enhancements
- Metadata is really really hard
- Another pilot this summer
- Scale this initiative to additional LIS programs
- Expand skill development and technical competencies to library professionals
SHARE Curation Associates

July 2016–July 2017

Hoped for initial cohort of 20 library professionals

Skills

- Information extraction through APIs and OAI-PMH feeds
- Building content harvesters
- Basic programming in Python
- Methods and tools to automate data cleaning and metadata enhancement
SHARE Curation Associates

July 2016–July 2017

Strong response from library community–cohort will be ~35

Metadata, Digital Initiatives, Repository, Scholarly Communication, Archives

Responsibilities

Attend training and focus group session at COS in July

Conduct at least two additional trainings OR host a curate-a-thon

Spend 2–3 hours per week curating, linking, and/or enhancing the SHARE data set (and their own repo feed into SHARE)
SHARE Curation Associates
SHARE Curation Associates

- Wide geographic diversity
- Mix of public and private universities
- 80% are from ARL libraries
- Diversity of technology skills and experience
Strategic directions

Contributes to workforce development

Links LIS curriculum and library workforce needs

Provides mentoring opportunities

Leverages new partnerships for new challenges

Coalesces the community around a major infrastructure project
There’s a lot of work to do: get involved!

Contact us at

info@share-research.org

@SHARE_research

Find these slides on CNI’s slide-share:

https://osf.io/view/CNI2016/
Extra Slides
Time

Velocity

Graph showing an increase in velocity over time.
Learning how to learn produces accelerated learning!
Learning how to learn produces accelerated learning!